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Abstract

BACKGROUND: Caning sentence has been applied for over a decade which is performed publicly. Given that emotional features of the defendants of the caning sentence occur, psychological symptoms may have emerged. One of the executions for the defendants is whipping practice that resembles military punishment, in which the penalty could have affected their personality pre and post-execution.

CASE REPORT: In this report, a 30-year-old married woman was sentenced to Qanun criminal offense in Aceh due to her despicable relationship to a male individual who is also a husband of someone. As the caning regulation stated that the punishment execution must be performed through whipping in public places, the women demonstrated several mental conditions such as anxiety, sleeping disorders, and unmotivated in the last 3 days before execution.

CONCLUSION: Caning practice in Aceh is performed by following the guidance from a medical doctor to prevent unexpected physical damage; however, psychological symptoms that could last for several years in the future might have occurred. Thus, a high prevalence of mental disorders has appeared among the defendants.

Introduction

Caning sentence, particularly in Nanggroe Aceh Darussalam (NAD) Province in Indonesia, is a set of constitutional law given by the central government due to the special status of this province for the practices of Islamic Sharia. Technically speaking, the practice of caning sentence is based on the Islamic legal that its establishment is originated from the Quran and Hadith of Prophet Muhammad Be Peace upon Him. This sentence is a local regulation issued by the Aceh People's Representative Council (DPRA), based on the special regency of NAD on the number of 18/2001 concerning the special autonomy to the province [1]. The caning sentence is commonly known as Qanun law.

The NAD Province, the only province in Indonesia, implements the Sharia Islamic Law. This law refers to the provisions of Islamic criminal law that is based on Aceh Qanun No. 6/2014 concerning the Jinayat Law. Interestingly, although the Indonesian constitutional laws continue to be applied in this province, the local government is allowed to use some additional regulations that are originated from the Islamic criminal law. As its privileges in combining both national and Islamic rules, some violations such as production, distribution, and consumption of alcoholic beverages, gambling, adultery and marital adultery, and Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual and Transexual acts are prohibited [2]. Thus, everyone who violates the law is prosecuted under this law by caning, fines, or imprisonment.

The Indonesian people are communal people full of traditions. Several traditions might have violated the Qanun law such as how to dress, behave, and things in society. Despite these regulations, Acehnese is very receptive to the differences between fellow religious believers that are indicated by respecting the others. However, sometimes, punishment such as caning is not being accepted by several people as the sins that are caused by someone’s action belong to his relationship to God. This implies to no rights of the state in providing the punishment. As a result, some people believe that caning is unfair, which leads to psychological symptoms, and those are including anxiety and depression [3], [4], [5].

Case Report

A 30-years-old of Acehnese married woman who had two children was caught by local society...
during mating with someone. This man was initially known as a husband who has married the other woman. According to his statement, this marital affair has been carried out frequently as both of them are in favor; however, at this moment, they were apprehended.

The affair was started through social media. The woman initially communicated, and this communication has lasted for 1 month which improves their intense known. Then, both of them are interested in each other as they often do video calls which have been followed by “video call of sex.” Since the husband of the woman serves in out-of-town, the first meeting was conducted in her house. With these frequent meetings, suspicion among people in the neighborhood increased, which led them to investigate the house. As a result, they were caught by the communal people who were taken to the Special Corps of Islamic Sharia. Therefore, they were imprisoned for 3 months as well as sentenced for caning due to the violation of the Qanun law.

On the sentence day, both of the defendants were placed on a predetermined public pitch. The process of transporting them was done by two medical personnel through an ambulance car. As the canning process is open for public view freely, children were not allowed to be viewers in this process. The caning execution was performed by a person in which both of his face and all of his limbs are covered to protect his identity by the viewers.

Before the sentenced day, the defendants, particularly the woman, demonstrated several psychological symptoms as well as a disrupted mental state. The following Table 1 displays the conditions of her psychological examination, whereas Table 2 shows her mental state examination.

### Table 1: Psychological and physical observations of the patient during 3 days of pre- and post-execution

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Day of visit</th>
<th>Psychological condition</th>
<th>Physical conditions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3-days before execution</td>
<td>The patient demonstrated anxiety as well as finding difficulties in sleeping during the night. During this observation, communication ability was not proper.</td>
<td>The patient experienced an increase in irritability during the speaking. Tense muscle was experienced.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-days before execution</td>
<td>The patient experienced sensitive conditions indicated by showing anger easily. She also suffered from sleeping as well as feeling injustice to herself.</td>
<td>The patient cried frequently.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-day before execution</td>
<td>The patient expressed limp, sadness, and no intention to talk. She demonstrated terrifying condition which indicated by her words of “doctor, I am scared”</td>
<td>The patient experienced exhaustion, and her bladder conditions occurred frequently.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-day post-execution</td>
<td>A confession was made by the patient, telling no appetite for eating occurred. Concern for her family was presented which was followed by expressing of feeling of losing hope.</td>
<td>Due to the scouring during the canning, the body of the patient showed blackish-blue bruises.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-days post-execution</td>
<td>Depression conditions were displayed for nearly every day. The unwillingness of performing activities, as usual, was presented with intense fatigue.</td>
<td>The patients suffered weight loss, acute insomnia, psychomotor agitation with anxiety.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-days post-execution</td>
<td>The patient experienced worthlessness feeling with difficulties to think and concentrate as well as having thought about death.</td>
<td>The patient experienced weight loss, acute insomnia, psychomotor agitation with intense fatigue.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 2: Mental state examination of the patient during 3-days of pre- and post-execution

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Day of visit</th>
<th>Mental state</th>
<th>Appearance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3-days before execution</td>
<td>Affect: Euthymic; Mood: Good; Other emotion: Present; Speech: Relevant; Thought process: Poor; Perception: Poor; Impulse control: Poor;</td>
<td>The patient wore on a long yellow dress (robe) with the black color of hijab.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-days before execution</td>
<td>Affect: Euthymic; Mood: Good; Other emotion: Anxiety; Speech: Relevant; Thought process: Poor; Perception: Poor; Impulse control: Poor;</td>
<td>The patient wore on a long black dress with the black color of hijab.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-day before execution</td>
<td>Affect: Irritable; Mood: Good; Other emotion: Anxiety; Speech: Relevant; Thought process: Good; Perception: Good; Impulse control: Poor;</td>
<td>The patient wore on a long green dress (robe) and green color of hijab.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Execution day</td>
<td>Affect: Irritable; Mood: Good; Other emotion: Anxiety; Speech: Relevant; Thought process: Poor; Perception: Poor; Impulse control: Poor;</td>
<td>The patient wore on a long white dress (robe) and white color of hijab.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-day post-execution</td>
<td>Affect: Appropriate; Mood: Good; Other emotion: Good; Speech: Relevant; Thought process: Poor; Perception: Poor; Impulse control: Poor;</td>
<td>The patient wore on a long white dress (robe) and white color of hijab.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-days post-execution</td>
<td>Affect: Appropriate; Mood: Good; Other emotion: Excellent; Speech: Relevant; Thought process: Poor; Perception: Poor; Impulse control: Poor;</td>
<td>The patient wore on a long white dress (robe) and white color of hijab.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-days post-execution</td>
<td>Affect: Appropriate; Mood: Good; Other emotion: Good; Speech: Relevant; Thought process: Poor; Perception: Poor; Impulse control: Poor;</td>
<td>The patient wore on a long white dress (robe) and white color of hijab.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Discussion

In Qanun number 13/2003 regarding gambling practices, Article 23 Paragraph 1 states that those who violate the provisions are sentenced by caning in public for maximum 12 times and minimum for 6 times. By referring to the Governor of NAD regulation number 10/2005 concerning the technical instructions of caning issued on June 10, 2005, it is mentioned in Article 2 that the implementation of caning is performed by the authorized personnel, including the Local Justice Division and the executionor. Moreover, referring to Article 1, Paragraph 10, the whipping practice is performed through a stick made of cane or rattan with a diameter between 0.75 and 1 cm, length of 1 m, a handle on its base. The executionor who is responsible for performing the whipping is called the Wilayatul...
Hisbāh officer, who is appointed by the prosecution division.

Regarding the place of execution, Article 4 on the Governor’s regulation, the caning sentence is performed in an open public area. In this section, the distance between the convicted and the executioner is explained with the distance of 0.7 m, whereas the whips are positioned on the left side of the defendants. As the purpose is to provide deterring for the society not to violate the provisions, the execution can be witnessed by people with the attendance of both prosecutors and doctors. Consequently, public punishment could affect the defendant’s emotional features with various symptoms such as anxiety, depression, and mood disorders.

The interesting finding of this case is the presence of several psychological symptoms as well as mental state conditions due to the public execution. Public judgment can shape the thought of a society based on what it is talked, in which the talking content can shape the perception of someone or even more the majority people, particularly in this caning sentence [6]. Our report showed that the terrifying mental state expressed by the patient has suggested the sentence created an intense atmosphere in the surround of the patient, which was also indicated by the unwillingness of not talking to someone. A study that compared two comments both online and public opinion polls have suggested that the self-acceptance toward comments in online website increased the awareness of being negative which led to negative attitudes [7]. As the Qanun is a sentence which is conducted publicly, it is assumed that the patient may have thought negative thoughts due to the public execution, and this was indicated by irritable mood and poor thought process mainly in the post-days of execution (Tables 1 and 2).

The patient was sentenced due to immoral activities with someone’s husband. As the Qanun law stated that marital adultery is prohibited due to Islamic Sharia that shapes the behavior of communities, this violation could have been considered by the society as something that against the morality of Islam. This implies to the meaning of public enemy, as in 1-day of post-execution, the patient expressed her hopeless words which were indicated by the worries about her families, particularly after being imprisoned [8]. Islamic Sharia stated that the punishment in misbehavior of adultery is categorized into two types, which were tazir and hudud punishments, in which the hudud showed its commitment in doing the adultery before getting caught [9], [10]. Subsequently, the execution of caning sentence for this case was performed to provide educational media for the society that views the execution. In contrast, a study has reported that although the local government of Aceh intended to implement the Islamic Sharia in to achieve a well-behaved society, the people who view the caning execution perceived it more as entertainment [11], rather than educational or deterring. Our assumption might have confirmed by the expression of the patient by demonstrating a thought about death and experience of worthlessness (Table 2).

### The trauma of caning sentence

Based on Table 2, the patient experienced fear and anxiety in facing the fact that she would receive a canning sentence. At that time, she could still be invited to communicate properly, even though sometimes she shed tears every time she tried to speak. Canning a sentence is not only about committing criminality but it is also considered as something against public morality. According to her family, the patient is a cheerful individual with acceptable behavior to children and ability to socialize among people very well. However, the sentence changed his personality which is demonstrated by her words about “I am not a good mother for my children” and “I have destroyed my family reputation due to my misbehavior.” As a result, she feels humiliated to interact with people, particularly those in her neighborhood. Furthermore, post-trauma syndrome occurred within her which acted silently compared to her personality before. Thus, daily counseling has been performed.

### Conclusion

The caning sentence is purposively carried out to provide an educational feature for the society as well as deterring effects on the actions of violating the rules of Islamic law. However, it is not only for the physical aspect that is required to consider for the defendants due to their experiences of the execution but also a consideration about the mental health condition both for the defendants as well as the societies in the time of pre-and-post the execution.
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